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FAULAT GOES  
TO HIGH SCHOOL

MY EXPERIENCE IN HIGH SCHOOL BY FAULAT NASSER

In January this year, the second of our sponsored 
children, Faulat, left the Steiner Boarding School 

and headed for High School. Her sponsors, Craig 
Chapman and family, will continue to sponsor  

her through high school. Faulat  
has great hopes to one day become a pilot.  

Here is a letter we received from her.  Faulat in her new school uniform

High School is a very fun place to be in 
if one has positive attitudes towards the 
life there.  I was very anxious to start high 
school and when the time came, my joy 
had no bounds. On the other hand I was 
also afraid since all the people were telling 
me the negative side of it

I believed it was my duty to make the 
negative things into positives through my 

co-operation with people in school and 
I sure did. The school I joined is called 
Bishop Mazzoldi Secondary School.  I 
was excited to find my former schoolmate 
who is two years my senior in that school. 
She made life much easier for me.  I made 
friends faster and adjusted much quicker.

With all the good facilities around I 
thanked God for I knew I was lucky to be 

in such a school.  Work here is not as easy 
as it was in primary school, but I adjusted 
quickly and school life became fun again.

I will conclude by thanking God, Craig 
and African Leaf as a whole for giving me 
such an opportunity and also all the people 
who have supported me. 

Thank you Very much and God Bless you! 

Lynda and Christopher founded and ran 
Thursday Plantation, the company which 
took Tea Tree Oil to the world, recently 
selling the business after 27 years.  

Lynda was awarded the Order of Australia 
in 1999 for services to the community 
and the Tea Tree Industry. She is a yoga 
teacher and a marriage celebrant.

Christopher was born and grew up 
in Kenya so the couple feel a strong 

connection to African LEAF. Lynda is 
inspired by the opportunity to be directly 
involved in a locally run project and fell in 
love with all of our African LEAF children 
on a visit in 2011. 

The complete list of African LEAF Directors 
now comprises:  Paul Kelly (Secretary), 
Michael McAuley (Treasurer), Eva 
Schaefer, Ed Ahern, John Adam, Susan 
Perrow and Lynda Dean.  

NEW AFRICAN LEAF DIRECTOR

We are pleased to announce that 
Lynda Dean, who with her husband 

Christopher is the sponsor of 
Diana, has now officially become 

a director of African LEAF.  
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One of African Leaf’s new projects is 
assisting a struggling rural kindergarten in 
Kalama with a grant to purchase the fol-
lowing items:
•	Outside	play	equipment	and	garden	

equipment

•	Paper,	crayons	and	craft	materials

•	Various	toys	and	play	items

Kalama  is about 70 km east of Nairobi 
and is the home village of two of our LEAF 
children, Faith and Junior. The Kalama 
kindergarten is situated on community 
land, adjacent to the local primary and 
secondary school. It was an initiative of 
the teacher, Rosalia Mueni Munyaka, to 
start this preschool group. She currently 

has 34 children aged 2 ½ to 4 years 
old, 5 days a week, and has been given 
premises by the school rent-free but has 
no other resources.

From 2007 to 2010 Rosalia, with 
funding from African Leaf, attended the 
10 module teacher training held at the 
Rudolf Steiner School in Nairobi. In 
her final report Rosalia wrote: “….this 
training has given me a ‘golden treasure’ 
and has changed me as a teacher 
socially and emotionally!”  She is now 
integrating her newly learnt creative 
methods with the normal kindergarten 
syllabus in Kenya. 

African Leaf has ceased its funding input for SOH from 1st January 2012. This decision 
was not taken lightly!  Emily has reached a stage of growth where she is receiving enough 
fees from the parents and carers of the 60 children who attend each day, and has now 
proved herself to be self-sufficient in covering her basic needs for the centre. 
SOH is also getting generous help from other donors, and African Leaf has decided, after 
6 years of support, to help ‘birth’ and support other similar projects. We wish Emily and the 
staff all the best in their good work with the children of Kawangware slums.

GROWTH & CHANGE
SAINTS OF HOPE CHILDREN’S CENTRE (SOH)

NEW PROJECTS
KALAMA PRESCHOOL KINDERGARTEN

OTHER  
NEW  
PROJECTS

Photo of classroom at Kalama Kindergarten taken by LEAF director, Paul Kelly late 
2006. African LEAF subsequently donated $1,000 in Jan 2007 for various items 
including painting.

African Leaf is currently investigating other potential new 
projects to assist orphaned, vulnerable and impoverished 
young children in Kenya. We will keep you informed of further 
developments.

Kalama Preschool Kindergarten  
teacher, Rosalia Mureni Munyaka.
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GIVER OF HOPE CAMPAIGN UPDATE

Sitting here in Byron 
Bay, life is pretty 
easy. We all have 
our ups and downs, 
sure, but not a day 
goes by where 
we’re struggling 
to put food on 
the table or get 
medical treatment if 

we need it. We are swamped with beautiful 
fresh produce, we have clean water on 
tap, we have sanitary hospitals, a choice of 
schools, childcare and universities. We look 
at the future for our kids and it is bright.

But in this life of plenty, it is important to 
us not to take what we have for granted. 

For Mike and I, we want our own children 
to grow up with understanding and 
compassion for others. So it was for these 
reasons we wanted to become a giver of 
hope and show our kids from an early age 
how they can help.

We have enjoyed talking to our daughter 
about the kids in Africa and how life is 
different for them. It seems as much as 
LEAF is educating kids in Africa, it is also 
educating kids back home about our world. 
LEAF has provided a real connection for our 
family to the everyday life of people who 
are in obvious need, and we are only too 
happy to help.

Jo & Mike Chaseling, Byron Bay

I joined the Giver of Hope Appeal 
because I am able to make a regular 
donation that contributes to a bigger vision, 
shared by others who make the same 
donation. Together, we can make sure 
that the funds which support the African 
preschool are regular and reliable.

For the teacher, I understand the 
importance of feeling confident that 
financial support for her work is assured. 
Then she is able to give her energy to 
the children, who are the most important 
reason of all.

Julie McVeigh, Kindergarten Teacher 
Cape Byron Steiner School Byron Bay

As mentioned in our last newsletter, our Giver of Hope appeal continues to be a vital component of our annual 
fundraising.  In a global atmosphere of doom and gloom, fundraising has become much more difficult for all 
charities, and we are no exception. For that reason we are appealing for people to become African LEAF ‘Givers 
of Hope’ by committing to make small, regular monthly payments of $40 (less than $10 a week) to help us to 
continue our work in Kenya.
Once again, our grateful thanks to those who have already responded to this appeal and become African LEAF Givers of Hope.  
Our goal is to get 40 new donors but to date we have only 15 , so plenty more are still needed. Can you help us achieve our target?

A couple of our Givers of Hope have shared with us their reasons for responding to the appeal ...                   

MELBOURNE 
CUP  

LUNCH
Some of the many Melbourne Cup revellers enjoy a delicious lunch overlooking the beautiful grounds of Byron Bay Golf Club

For the second year in a row, the deck 
at Byron restaurant at Byron Bay Golf 
Club was the venue for African LEAF’s 
Melbourne Cup Fundraiser.

After some initial worries that the weather 
would let us down, it turned out to be a 
perfect, sunny day and attendees feasted 
on a delicious lunch in the beautiful golf 
club surroundings.

Following the lunch, guests enjoyed a 

fabulous fashion show featuring designs 
and hats from local fashion outlets, all 
professionally presented by glamorous 
local models.  There were  prizes for best 
dressed woman, best dressed man and 
best hat.  The fabulous first prize in the 
raffle : a double 5-day pass to the 2012 
Blues Festival valued at over $900, was 
won by Julie Mashford.

The celebrations continued with local 
band The Feramones featuring a guest set 

by Australian Music legend, Brian Cadd, 
which attracted many additional revellers 
after the race.

Once again it was a very successful 
day and African Leaf would like to thank 
Byron Bay Golf Club, the deck at Byron, 
Heather Fenn who created the event, the 
designers and models, The Feramones, 
Brian Cadd and all who contributed to the 
day which raised $6,700 after costs.

FUNDRAISING UPDATE 
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DESIGN & LAYOUT KINDLY CONTRIBUTED BY:

Car Gari
Bicycle Baiskeli

Motorbike Pikipiki
Train Gari la moshi

Boat Mashua
Aeroplane Ndege [Eropleni]

Petrol Petroli
Mechanic Fundi

In the time before the arrival of outsiders and 
from the beginning of recorded history, the 
Maasai have been the dominant tribe in the 
region now known as Kenya. They arrived 
as nomadic pastoralists from the north, 
bringing with them their cattle, probably 
in the mid-18th century, and possibly from 
southern Egypt. 

They are not Kenya’s largest tribe (a 
distinction going to the agriculturalist 
Kikuyu), but the fierce reputation of the 
Maasai warriors, engaging in frequent 
raids against their neighbours, gave them a 
power beyond their numbers.

The British were to find out how fierce 
during the building of the Mombasa to 
Uganda railroad – where the Maasai 
would steal newly laid tracks and use the 
steel to make spears, which were used 
against the British – but that’s another story.

There are other tribal groups, 42 in total, 
who now make up Kenya’s population of 
around 38 million.

During the 19th century the region was 
penetrated by Arab traders in search of 
slaves and ivory, closely followed by the 

inevitable missionaries. But Kenya’s colonial 
future developed accidentally - as a result of 
events unfolding in Zanzibar in 1885. 

As far back as the 1st Century AD, Traders 
from Arabia (mostly Yemeni), the Persian 
Gulf region of Iran (especially Shiraz), 
and west India visited Zanzibar. They 
used the monsoon winds to sail across the 
Indian Ocean and landed at the sheltered 
harbor located on the site of present-day 
Zanzibar Town. Although the islands had 
few resources of interest to the traders, they 
offered a good location from which to make 
contact and trade with the towns of the East 
African coast. 

But the colonial aspirations of England, 
Germany and Portugal continued to play 
havoc with the area, all coming to a 
head after a bit of ‘gun-boat diplomacy’, 
and in 1886 a line was drawn to Mount 
Kilimanjaro and on to Lake Victoria at latitude 
1° S. The British sphere of influence was to 
be to the north, the German to the south. 

The line remains to this day the border 
between Kenya and Tanzania.

To be continued ...

A SHORT  
HISTORY OF 

KENYA  
COMPILED BY  
JOHN ADAM

LESSON 8  LEARNING KISWAHILI

misadesigns.com

In our last newsletter, we featured a report from Ndinda, one of the boarding parents at the Rudolf 
Steiner Mbagathi School where our sponsored children board. Below another of the boarding 
parents, Pamela shares her thoughts …..

PAMELA SHARES HER THOUGHTS ON BEING A BOARDING MOTHER 

Boarding mother, Pamela  

I am Pamela, a thirty-five year old boarding mother. I come from the western part of Kenya. 
I am a single mother of a 9 year old boy. My life as a boarding parent at the Rudolf Steiner 
School has been the best thing that has ever happened in my life.  Being a parent of 89 
children, it has been a dream to share.  The kids have really changed my life emotionally, 
spending time with them, listening to their problems and being sensitive to the smallest issues 
about the kid’s life.  I really love what I am doing.  It has really inspired my life, given me a 
reason for seeing life on the positive side.  It’s a challenging job but we have embraced it 
because it gives us a reason to smile each and every day.  

African LEAF have been a big blessing to the kids in the boarding, especially the kids being 
sponsored by the group.  They are so lucky (the kids) having sponsors who can sacrifice 
so much to provide for them a reason to feel wanted and catered for.  I love the work I am 
doing, it has given a BIG HEART to love.  
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